Guest Artist: Eric Samuel Timm

Part artist, communicator, and author, Reverend Eric Samuel Timm is all passion. As he speaks and paints, Eric captivates his audiences with his unique teaching style and unforgettable live art performances. He is highly sought after for his ability to creatively and relevantly present messages from God’s word in challenging and traditional environments.

Eric never attended art school but did graduate from North Central University in Minneapolis, MN. From there Eric founded No One Underground and 501c3, Painting Hope. Eric is currently working towards finishing a Masters of Arts in Christian Thought and serves his church as Teaching Pastor and Outreach Evangelist. Eric's gift to create or catapult your vision brings key experiential moments to reality that are rooted in a “profound but simple” presentation style of God’s word. When he speaks, people listen—when he paints, people see what they could not hear.

Visit www.mnu.edu/max for talent rules and more information.
To set up auditions with MNU Fine Arts call 913-971-3441 after April 1, 2015
Questions? Contact DeAnne Arnold at 913-219-6558 or heartfeltsongsmusic@gmail.com

NEW JUDGING RULES*
NEW & EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES*
PRIZE DRAWINGS FOR LIBERAL ARTS PARTICIPANTS FROM EACH DISTRICT
Gain more exposure to all MNU Departments

*Schedule for Bell Lobby on Friday, April 24

9:30am Worship Band Competition
1:00pm Singer/Songwriter Competition
2:30pm Worship Band Competition

*Schedule for Tipping Point on Friday, April 24

9:30am Worship Band Competition
1:00pm Singer/Songwriter Competition
2:30pm Worship Band Competition
WE’RE GROWING!! WE HAVE NEW CATEGORIES THIS YEAR FOR MAX TALENT!

MAX@MNU 2015 LIBERAL ARTS TALENT COMPETITION

*New Categories:
- Dance
- Photography is it’s own category with specific subjects

Categories Added Recently:
- Math, Singer/Songwriter, Preaching, Science Quiz Bowl, Science Presentation Contest, and Persuasive Speech

All Liberal Arts participants must come to Orientation in Mabee Auditorium at 8:00 am on Friday, April 24th for information and to sign up for their time slots. If you are unable to make it to Bell to sign up or you know you’ll have conflicts with sports or quizzing, you can contact DeAnne AFTER April 1st to try to set your time slot early.

Thursday, April 23
- Audition for Music Scholarships (seniors only) 1pm—4pm ONLY. Must pre-register.

Friday, April 24
- Participate in MNU’s 12:00 pm Band rehearsal, 1:00 pm Concert Choir rehearsal and/or 2:00 pm Heritage Choir rehearsal
- Performances by MNU students All Day in Bell Lobby

Saturday, April 25
- Basic Photography Workshop (TBA) with MNU professor, Mark Hamilton. This session will give basic guidelines to follow (composition, design elements, depth of field) in taking any type of picture.
- Vocal Training Clinic (TBA) with Grace Wallace, MNU Vocal Music Senior. This session will give basic understanding to proper technique when singing worship music, vocal health, connecting with what you’re singing, and “why we worship.”
- 10:00 AM Liberal Arts Awards Ceremony (Mabee Auditorium)

All Events under Liberal Arts have moved to a Rating System patterned after the Rating Systems used in State Competition. Our NYI Field Council has chosen to use the Ratings 1 through 3. This system will be a much better tool in promoting unity and personal growth among our teens. The Council will award all One (1) Ratings with a medal. This should result in more students receiving a medal. While we will continue our pick up at the end of the day on Friday for all Art, Photography and Writing Entries, we have decided to approach our Awards differently. Instead of focusing on the Awards themselves, we want to celebrate the gifts God has given to our students. We will hold a Liberal Arts Award Ceremony in Mabee Auditorium Saturday morning. We will compile the top score earners in each of the Performing Arts categories. Names will be drawn from that group to share their Talent with our entire Field during the Closing Ceremony. It is important you list your correct contact information on your Registration Sheet in case we need to contact you to perform.